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The foundations for the next five years of
Australian Rugby’s continued growth and
development are now in place.
THE HIGHLIGHTS OF 2004 WERE MANY AND INCLUDE:
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Clearly, the first six months of my tenure as
Managing Director & CEO of the Australian
Rugby Union could not have been more
engaging. There were crucial decisions to
be made before the year closed.
Those decisions, a range of other projects
and commercial arrangements converged
in such a way that management and staff
faced significant challenges in the final
quarter of 2004.
That said, the foundations for the next
five years of Australian Rugby’s continued
growth and development are now in place.
Rugby’s capacity to grasp the opportunity
of last year’s Rugby World Cup was, quite
rightly, the subject of enormous scrutiny
within and beyond the Rugby community.
Once again, Super 12 crowds surged,
participation grew a further 10 percent,
television ratings reached new highs,
strategic development programs such as
TryRugby met and exceeded expectations
and towards the end of the year, a new
planning cycle began to plot a path for the
game’s future.
Importantly, while we continue to jump the
hurdles we set for ourselves, we have done
so while still living within our means.
The one-off benefits of the Rugby World
Cup surplus were not to be squandered on
frivolous short-term projects.
The planning and detailed work done
across all departments ahead of RWC
2003 ensured the ARU remained focused
on strategic work that would exploit
the momentum of the World Cup, while
delivering long-term benefits to our game.
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•

$18 million in funding for strategic grass roots development allocated from
the RWC 2003 surplus and a further $20 million set aside as capital.

•
•
•

The SANZAR Joint Venture with New Zealand and South Africa renewed.

•
•

A new five-year Broadcast Agreement between SANZAR and News Limited.

•

Australian Rugby moved to in-source all commercial activity ending
a 10-year arrangement with IMG.

•

The Brumbies won their second Super 12 title before a record Canberra
crowd and a record Super 12 television audience.

•

George Gregan became Australia’s most capped Test player, finishing
the year with 106 caps.

•
•

The Wallabies regained the Cook Cup with wins at home and abroad.

Agreement on an expanded Super 14 and Tri Nations series from 2006.
Western Australia selected as the location for Australia’s fourth Super 14
team.

Agreement on a four-year Collective Bargaining Agreement between the
ARU and the Players’ Association (RUPA).

Participation in Rugby passed the 160,000 mark – a new record.

In every respect, these challenges and
results represented good news for
Australian Rugby.
It certainly wasn’t a “business as usual”
year with the Super 14 process, the new
broadcast deal and a new Collective
Bargaining Agreement with our professional
players all converging in the final quarter.

good result to kick off the Bundaberg Rum
Rugby Series.
For the first time outside the Rugby World
Cup, Test match Rugby came to Adelaide
with an historic match against the combined
Pacific Islands side.

On the field, the year began well with the
ACT Brumbies winning their second Tooheys
New Super 12 title and the Queensland
Reds setting a new Australian Super 12
crowd record when 42,000 turned out for
the home side’s victory over the Waratahs.

Just under 20,000 fans braved damp
conditions and proceeds from the game
went to the development of Pacific Islands
Rugby. While the PIRA concept is new, it is
a viable option for future tours. The ARU
remains committed to helping our Pacific
neighbours retain and develop their unique
identity in world Rugby.

The ARU welcomed long-standing sponsor
and our national carrier Qantas on board
as the new naming rights sponsor of
the Wallabies.

The development of the game in Australia
was the focus of our major strategic
spending initiative using the Rugby World
Cup surplus.

The Wallabies retained the Hopetoun Cup
and reclaimed the Cook Cup, which was
successfully defended on the Spring Tour.
Congratulations to coach Eddie Jones and
captain George Gregan – it was a great way
to finish the year on the field.

An allocation of $18 million over two years
was directed to Community Rugby spending
from the Rugby World Cup surplus, on
top of our regular annual programs and
allocations for Rugby development to our
Member Unions.

The strength and significance of the
Qantas Wallabies on the national sporting
landscape continues to grow. Test matches
in Sydney, Brisbane and Perth were sold out
well in advance, while 38,000 spectators
at the Scotland Test in Melbourne was a
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An innovative club creation and support
program and the expansion of the
TryRugby and EdRugby programs headed
the initiatives that are designed to drive
new players to the game at club and
school level.

Clubs and schools are also being provided
with assistance to help volunteers, including
coaches, referees and club administrators.
In another initiative, talented 15-18 year
old school and junior players have been
targeted with special skills and strength
programs, which will also be made available
to clubs and schools for their own needs.
Funding for community Rugby programs
was also down-streamed to the Member
Unions.
A further $20 million was set aside as
part of the ARU’s Capital Management
Strategy. This followed external expert
advice on the appropriate level of capital
for an organisation such as the ARU from
a risk management perspective.
The Rugby World Cup surplus was a one-off
benefit that provided a unique opportunity
for the ARU to create a solid capital base
for the future.
Organisationally, the ARU embarked on a
range of initiatives that will shape the way
we operate.
New performance management systems
have been developed, with a shift to
executive contracts, a new reward and
remuneration system, position descriptions
and feedback through staff surveys,
an important exercise to define our
organisational values and departmental
planning processes to set the groundwork
for a National Conference in 2005.
Another
feature
of
our
internal
communications has been the introduction
of regular staff meetings, at which the
staff is updated on all major activity
across the organisation. In 2004, we also
introduced a monthly staff e-newsletter to
which every department contributes.
Externally, we have undertaken surveys of
our stakeholders and regular scheduled
meetings with Chief Executive Officers of
our Member Unions.
Unity of purpose has long been identified
as a critical factor in Rugby’s longer-term
health, so more regular and meaningful
communication between the ARU and
Member Unions is critical for that.
The strategic planning process begun
in 2004 reflects this joint approach
and groundwork across the following
areas will culminate in a National
Conference in 2005:
> Constitutional review
> Commercial Opportunities
> ARU & Member Financial Relationships

The ARU Board, Member Unions and
ARU management are all involved in this
process. Additionally, a separate group
is examining our competitions structure
including options for the so-called “Tier
Three” – a level of competition between
Super 12 and Club Rugby.
This issue has been around since
professional Rugby began and a solution
will only be reached with input and
willingness from all levels of the game.
The significance of the new Broadcast
Agreement with News Limited in such a
momentous year as this should never be
underestimated.
The new arrangement underpins our major
competitions, Super 12 and the Tri Nations,
and Rugby’s ongoing success story.
The precursor to the agreement with
News Limited was an agreement with
our SANZAR partners to continue the
relationship and, importantly, expand to
Super 14 and an extended Tri Nations
series from 2006.
Super 14 Rugby will deliver 38% more
games than Super 12, with a total of
26 games being played in Australia plus
any Finals – all up, 52 games involving
Australian teams.
On the Tri Nations front, we move to
nine Test matches, including a three-Test
annual Bledisloe Cup Series.
The new agreement with News Limited put
paid to the doomsayers, with the value of
the SANZAR product reflected in a very
good price paid by News, in excess of the
previous deal.
The five-year deal with News Limited
and South Africa’s Supersport is worth
$US323 million, capturing broadcast
rights for Australia, New Zealand, Africa,
the UK and Ireland from 2006 until 2010,
with SANZAR yet to sell rights to the rest
of the world, including France, Japan,
the Americas and the broader Asian and
European markets.
SANZAR has estimated the rights in these
additional markets could be worth an
extra US$20-30 million, raising the value
of the entire package to around US$350
million. This would represent a per-annum
increase of 25% on the current 10-year,
US$555 million agreement with News.
The agreement allows the ARU to continue
to grow the game, particularly with the
addition of a fourth Australian team in
Western Australia.

> Community Rugby
> Integration Projects
> Strategy Review

An ARU Evaluation Team ultimately
recommended Western Australia ahead
of Victoria after months of detailed

work across a range of criteria. The
ARU Board unanimously accepted that
recommendation after vigorous debate.
This new side will assist the ARU
across a number of fronts:

• Growing the elite player base of
Australian Rugby.

• Increasing the mass entertainment
audience for and commercial value
of Australian Rugby.

• Rugby development through
increased participation.

The decision is clearly exciting for Rugby
in Western Australia and there is high
expectation of a strong connectivity
between
the
Western
Australian
community and the new side.
A very important message to take into
2005 is that while Victoria was not
awarded the fourth team, Rugby’s future
there remains strong and we will continue
the partnership with the Victorian Rugby
Union to grow the game in that state.
The Board of the ARU has shown
leadership and vision throughout 2004
and I would particularly like to thank Bob
Tuckey, who steps down as Chairman,
having been a Director since 1997. Bob
will remain Deputy Chairman of both the
IRB and the IRB’s Executive Committee.
Bob’s contribution to Rugby in Australia
has been enormous, particularly in
the area of governance and increasing
Australia’s influence at the international
level.
I would also like to commend Peter Crittle,
whose period as President of the ARU
has expired. A former Wallaby, “Charlie”
is a true Rugby man who has upheld the
traditions of the game with great style.
His assistance to the Forbes Rugby Club
in the wake of the Bali bombing was
outstanding and he has formed a great
bond with the current Wallabies.
My thanks to the management and
staff of the ARU, who have demonstrated
commitment and energy throughout
the year.
I would particularly like to mention the
efforts of Brian Thorburn and his team
in securing a great result with the new
broadcast deal and also Brett Robinson
and the ARU Evaluation Team who worked
so hard on the Super 14 process.
Rugby in Australia heads into its 10th
professional year in outstanding shape.
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